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1. Introduction

Know your counterparty ("KYC") is a business process workflow used to identify and verify 

individuals or organizations to comply with regulatory rules. This process involves a lot of costly 

and time-consuming manual verification, leading to operational inefficiencies and poor user 

experience.  

Built vertically on top of ProximaX's blockchain-powered digital identity platform named SiriusID, 

the SiriusKYC app improves KYC workflows through real-time and zero-knowledge proof 

verification (minimal or no disclosure of personally identifiable information,"PII"). 

Blockchain makes these improvements possible by creating trust between parties. Digital 

identities, and their associated KYC data stored in a distributed file management system 

("DFMS"), can be verified on an immutable and tamper-evident distributed ledger. A counterparty 

can transmit instantly verifiable claims of being KYC-approved by trusted organizations and 

selectively disclose only the KYC data that a verifier needs.  

Termed "self-sovereign KYC", individuals and organizations can own and control their online 

digital identity and KYC data, creating a new paradigm for KYC compliance.     

2. SiriusID platform

SiriusID by ProximaX is a W3C-compliant digital identity solution that uses the self-sovereign 

identity ("SSI") security model. A complete plug-n-play stack, SiriusID is a blockchain-powered 

platform that allows anyone to develop their digital identity solution vertically on top via its APIs 

and SDKs.   

SiriusID uses the ProximaX Sirius platform as the resilient data storage mechanism that 

incorporates several other distributed and decentralized services, including blockchain, 

streaming, database, and Supercontract (enhanced smart contract).   
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Figure 1: ProximaX Sirius platform 

By integrating with the SiriusID platform, SiriusKYC provides: 

● Ownership: users can own their digital identity without needing to rely on external

authorities.

● Privacy: users can control the disclosure of their KYC data.

● Easy onboarding: external parties can rely on cryptography to verify and trust digital

identities and KYC data, reducing fraud.

● Simplified regulatory compliance: Supercontracts can automate the execution of KYC

compliance rules.

● Transparency: public authorities and auditors can track and verify all actors and

actions.

● Interoperability: portability between other W3C-compliant systems.

● Strengthened customer loyalty: user control improves trust and user experience.
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3. Digital identity

A digital identity using the ProximaX SiriusID platform comprises a W3C-compliant unique 

decentralized identifier ("DID"), named SiriusID. It is a string of characters made up of a DID 

method (did:siriusid) and a blockchain account, which links a DID subject (owner of a SiriusID) 

with a DID document (data associated with a DID, such as KYC records issued by a recognized 

credential authority or entity). 

Example of a SiriusID:   

did:sirius:2U6DTLvttXXsJjcDhLvGXKAgsUzf7HUT9kUns1iqCc 

Individuals and organizations can use the SiriusID mobile wallet app, a white-label product, to 

generate and own a SiriusID and prove control over it using cryptographic proofs.   

Figure 2: SiriusID mobile wallet 
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In contrast, the vast majority of unique identifiers currently used are centralized and not under our 

control. These include communication addresses (telephone numbers, email addresses, 

usernames on social media), ID numbers (for passports, drivers licenses, tax IDs), and product 

identifiers (serial numbers, barcodes, RFIDs).  

External authorities that issue centralized identifiers can decide who or what they identify. These 

identifiers are useful only in specific contexts and recognized only by particular bodies that are 

not of our choosing. They may cease to be valid with the failure of an organization to maintain it, 

or if users are not using these third party assigned communication addresses. Further, they may 

unnecessarily reveal personal information and become fraudulently replicated and asserted by a 

malicious third-party ("identity theft"). 

SiriusID changes this by enabling a human-centric control over the generation and assertion of a 

digital identity. Each individual and organization can have as many SiriusIDs as needed to 

represent and respect the desired separation of personas with external parties and systems. It is 

not dependent on a central authority to guarantee its continued existence.  

Using SiriusID, SiriusKYC users are better protected from identity theft and can trust each other's 

assertions. Each SiriusKYC user owns a SiriusID that trusted issuers (e.g., regulated entities) can 

peg with KYC credentials and data, enabling users to make claims that KYC verifiers can 

authenticate in real-time. 

4. Verifiable claims

Entities (people and organizations) need to make many kinds of claims (i.e., assertions) as part 

of their everyday activities. For KYC compliance, this may include a counterparty having to prove 

their nationality, residential address, and source of wealth and funds.   

As the regulated financial industry becomes more digitalized, entities need the ability to transmit 

instantly verifiable KYC claims. The next generation of financial technology ("Fintech") 

applications have to filter and analyze growing amounts of data. Actions such as for customer 

account openings or granting access to services will benefit from requiring minimal processing 

and human intervention. 

SiriusKYC enables instantly verifiable claims through the issuance and verification of digital 

credentials using the SiriusID platform.   
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How it works: 

● Step 1: A credential issuer (e.g., a bank) that is onboarding a counterparty (e.g., a

customer) uses SiriusKYC to perform KYC due diligence checks (see section 7, due

diligence tools). Once onboarding is approved, the counterparty is issued a "KYC-

approved" credential. The credential issuer may attach the collected KYC data (e.g.,

passport and address proof) via an encrypted link embedded in the credential's metadata.

● Step 2: The credential, issued in the form of a QR code, is bound to the counterparty's

SiriusID when the counterparty scans it using the SiriusID mobile wallet. This action

constitutes the signing of a transaction using cryptographic keys.

● Step 3: The counterparty can use the credential as an instantly verifiable claim (being

KYC-approved) to access systems and services (e.g., online bank account) and satisfy

the onboarding due diligence requirements of other verifiers. Verification is instant through

the signing of a transaction by scanning a QR code. If requested by a verifier, the

counterparty can approve the full or limited disclosure of KYC data.

Figure 3: SiriusID platform 

PII minimization is made possible during verification as SiriusID owners can control the disclosure 

of KYC data. Instead of full disclosure (e.g., access to a passport document), zero-knowledge 

proof enables exposure to only what a verifier needs (e.g., passport number, country of issuance, 

and expiry date) or a predicated proof (the answer to a true or false question).   
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Figure 4: Zero-knowledge proof 

Credential verifiers can trust a credential and any disclosed data. The action of signing the 

transaction is a cryptographic verification that proves the counterparty controls the private key 

associated with the public key embedded in the credential's metadata. 

Supercontract, the platform's advanced smart contract feature, can further automate the 

verification process. A Supercontract consists of self-executing code stored in the platform's 

DFMS that authorized parties can amend upon reaching consensus. The preprogrammed code 

can include compliance rules to enable the automated filtering, analysis, and approval of KYC 

credentials and data.   

5. Revocation and blacklisting

An issuer can revoke a credential by recording its revocation status in a distributed and 

decentralized user-data registry. Scenarios, where this action is essential, include account closure 

and counterparty offboarding.  

The registry can also be used by an issuer to blacklist a SiriusID and record the reason why (e.g., 

counterparty identified as being convicted of money laundering offenses or subject to international 

sanctions).  

Upon a verifier (external party or system) verifying a counterparty's credential, the SiriusID 

platform will simultaneously cross-reference the registry and feedback the search results. 
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6. Recovery and replacement

A user can recover a SiriusID using a private key that must be stored securely for safekeeping. If 

a user loses their private key, recovery options could include entering a secret passphrase or 

using facial recognition.     

If a user replaces a compromised private key, the user can tag the previous SiriusID as 

superseded in the user-data registry to notify future verifiers and protect against identity theft. The 

user would also need to request that the credential issuers reassign previously issued credentials 

to the new SiriusID, which would require the user to verify their identity (e.g., facial recognition).  

7. Due diligence tools

SiriusKYC comes with a form builder tool for the collection and processing of KYC data. Operators 

can customize all forms to comply with in-scope regulatory rules.   

Figure 5: Form builder 

Received registration forms are returned to a counterparty if there is outstanding information. 
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Figure 6: Return to customer 

SiriusKYC is fully optimized for counterparty mobile submissions. 
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Figure 7: Mobile submissions 

According to the categorization of counterparty risk, checking forms can be escalated to senior 

management. 
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Figure 8: Risk categorization 

SiriusKYC can be used to integrate third-party regulation technology ("Regtech") via its API, such 

as AML and sanctions screening, artificial intelligence, and optical character recognition.  
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Figure 9: Screening integration 

Figure 10: Screening results 

Onboarded counterparties are issued a KYC-approved credential in the form of a QR code. 
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Figure 11: Credential creation 

Offboarded counterparties have their credentials revoked using the user-data registry. 

8. Use-cases

SiriusKYC is a dynamic solution that can cater to multiple use-cases, including the below. 

● Consortium: An association of companies with the same standard of KYC compliance

can use SiriusKYC to share customers. Fast customer onboarding would improve user

experience and increase customer exposure to extended services or products.

● B2B: A platform for business-to-business transactions can use SiriusKYC to create a

marketplace with verifiable and reputable trade partners. Users can have a verifiable,

portable reputation to build credibility with their counterparts. Buyers and suppliers can

grow their businesses with confidence.

● Supply chain: Supply chain counterparts can use SiriusKYC to ensure ethical sourcing

and sanctions-compliance. Counterparty verification can occur at each stage of a supply

chain by merely scanning a QR code.
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● Remittance: Remitters can use verifiable claims to instantly verify the sender and receiver

of funds to enhance user experience and safeguard against money laundering and

terrorist financing.

● Law enforcement: Authorities can use a universal user-data registry to blacklist DIDs.

The registry can be interoperable with other W3C-compliant systems so that it can be

used by KYC verifiers across digital identity networks.




